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STATEMENT

The work described in this thesis was under=-

taken in orderto provide a theory of the capture of

pi mesons in light elements , particularly in helium

and carbon. ‘The nature of the pi mesons was only imp-

erfectly understood , and while they were widely thought

to be connected in some way with Yukewa's theory of

nuclear forces , the nature of the connection could

only be guessed at. Assuming the pi mesons to be of

a type considered by Kemmer , there are still four

possible ways of describing them , of which the scalar

and pseudoscalar theories seem to hold most promise.

It was hoped that a simple theory of meson Capture ,

giving the enrgy spectra of the emitted particles and

the relative probabilities of different reactions ,

would lead to information about the kind of theory

required for the description of the pi mesons.

It is shown that no information about the

meson interaction would be gained from the kind of

experiments proposed. Jowever , some interesting

results emerge from the theory of meson capture by

the carbon nucleus , which is treated by means of a
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simple alpha ~- particle model. The energy spectrum

and angular correlation function of the emitted alpha

particles are calculated. Comparison with experiment

leads to information about the nuclear wave functions

and also shows that some of the disintegrations involve

the emission of beryllium - 8 as an intermediate state.

Most of this work was undertaken in collab-

oration with Miss 8S. N. Ruddlesden , but Section 3. 5

on the angular distributions of the neutrons emitted

from helium-4 , Section 5. 5 on the indirect disint-

egration of carbon-12 and Section 5. 6 on the angular

correlations of the alpha particles from carbon-l2 ,

are entirely due to the author. In addition , the

considerations on angular momentum and parity involv-

ing the use of the wave functions defined in Section

3. 1 et seq., and the calculations with wave functions

of “asymptotic” type defined in Section 2. 2 are

entirely due to the author. The numerical integrations

required for the calculation of the alpha-particle

energy spectrum in Section 5. 3 are entirely due to

Wiss Ruddlesden.

A shortened version of the work has been

published in Proc. Phys. Soc. A , 64 , 1064 , 1951.
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le 1. Historical.

fhe foundations of the modern theory of miclear forces

wore laid by Yukawa (1935)» Guided by the theory of interaction

of electrically charged particles through the electranagnetic

field, Yukawa postulated the existence of a new kimi of field,

later called the meson field, capable of interacting with molear

particles. The field equations adopted by Yukawa, when quantized

by the well-known rules of quantum mechanics, lead to the exist~

enoe of charged particles ofa certain rest masse and obeying

Bose-Rinstein statictics, This simple assumption had far-reaching

effects, for by choosing the mass of the field-quants or mesons

te be about 100 electron masses ani with 2 suitable choice of

coupling constant, the foree between proton and neutron sould

be explained in a reasonable mamer. By further introducing

an interaction between the meson field and the electron-noutrino

field of Fermi, Yukewa explained in a qualitative way the radio

active > -disintegration of néuclei. Ne further predicted that

the meson would be unstable against 6 ~decay with a lifetina

ef about 10seca.

The discovery by Neddexweyer and Anderson (1937) of

charged particles in the cosmic radiation with about 200 times

the mags of the electron was zegarded as confirmation of Yukawa's

theory, wut already certain theoretical difficulties had became

apparent which prevented an exact correspondence between experi-

mentel and theoretical results.
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The failure of Yukawa's theory to give the right proton-

neutron force in the singlet state of the deuteron led many

authors ,notably Kemmer (1938a) to attempt its generalisation.

This resulted in the four kinds of meson theory , namely,scalar,

pseudoscalar,vector and pseudevector, which are characterised

by the spin and parity of the meson, Mixtures of different

kinds of mesons were considered by Johwinger (1942) and by

M¢ller and Resenfeld (1940) whe tried to separate out the

static part of the melear forces, By this time it was cenerally

felt that the meson theory wag satisfactory ae a qualitative

explanation of the maoleaxy forces, but that the enormous somplexity

of the equations prevented an accurate caloulation of the

quantities to be campared with experiment,

The interagtions between mesons ang nucleons had been

studied experimentally by examining the fate of mesons stopped

in matter. A theoretical discussion by Tomonaga and Avaki (1940)

led to the conslusten that the time for the fast meson to de

slowed down by electronic collisions was se small that wost

mosons would net be captured in flight oy a macious. After

being slowed down, a positive meson would be repelled by the

naclear charge and would decay whereas a negative moson would

be attracted inte a closed orbit around a nucleus and would

initiate a miclear disintegration, This view was upheld by

the experiments of Conversi and Picoioni (1946), whe showed

that about half the mesons stopped in solids gave rise to

decay electrons,  
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The mozt refined oxperiments on these lines were made

by Conversi, Pancin’ and Picciont (1947) , whe studied positive

and negative mesons separetely, They showed that when mesons

were stopped in iron the early results were reproduced aad

only the pesitive mesons desnyec, wat both pesitive aml svgative

mesons decayed when atopped in carbon. Galculations made by

Pormi and Teller (1947) showed that a negative moson of 2he¥

energy will be captured into dhe lowest Bohr orbit ebout a

moleus in about 10 g¢es, is@. ina time much less than the

lifetime acainst decay, The time requifed for the meson to

be captured into the meleus, causing disintegration, wes

caleulated to be about 10seas on the conventional moson theory —

of molear forces.

4s @ possible golution of this problem, Fréhlich (1947)

suggested that the meson might be trapped by falling into a

state with a very long lifetime, so that it decayed before

getting into one of the characteristic Bohr orbits, This

suggestion was followed up by Rosenverg (1949) and Huby (1949),

who showed that the existence of traps was in some cireunstances

possible, though not very likely. These researches also provided

goufixnation of the calculations ef Fermi and Teller of the

slowing-down time, which, being based on the free-electron model

of solids, were not very accurate.

At this time it was show that a charged particle
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lighter than a proton could be detected in a photographic

ormlston, which a@iseevery led to the highly developed technique

of ntuaying nuclear particles at present in use. Using phote-

svaphic plates exposed at high altitude, the Bristel greup

showed that there are at least twe Kinds of mesons, gencted

vy TT ana A+ . They showed thet 7~mesons are emitted in auclear

collisions in the woper atmosphere, tut their shert life (later

found to ve /0° ses ) prevents them reaching sea-level.

The (( «meson? are aleays observed as decay products of 7 ~mesons,

and are the only ones found at sea-level, Their interactions

with moled are supposed to be very amall, in agroement with

the experiments mentioned above, The production of masons hy

the Berkeley cyclotron and subsequent experiments has confirmed

all these opinions. It is possible that there is no direst

interaction between (( -mesons and nucleons, and that miclear

reactions initiated by ((-mesons proceed via the mutual coupling

with (7 «mesons. These ideas had been discussed vy Marshak and

Bethe (1947) even before the discovery of the 7 -meson, though

their proposed scheme differs in detail from,one now generally

accepted. Because of their strong interaction, it is possible

to regard the 77 «mesons as the ones deseribed by Yukawa's

theory, although the recent discovery of the {-uesoa (Rochester

ang Butler 1947), which has a strong molear interactica,

has introduced fresh complexity into the study of nuclear

forces.
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One of the most interestihg features of the 7 =megons,

and one of the means by which they ere identified in practice,

ie their ebility to predace atare in the emulsion, This effect

4s interpreted as the capture ef a 77 —meson by a nucleuc which

subsequently disintegrates. Owing to the composition cf the

emulsion, most of the etary arige from silver or bromine nuclei

and have one or two ‘prongs’, but occasionally one of the

light auolei, carbon, nitrogen or oxygen, present in the gelatin,

ceptures 2 mason, the resulting etar often having three or

more prongs. The eseurrence of stars in light nuciei waa

sonolusively proved by Menon, Muirhead and Rechat (1999)),

referred to as M,.M.R., who used'sandwiches' consisting of a

thin layer of gelatin between layers of photographic emulsion,

so that charged particles emitted from the miclei in the

gelatin would leave a track in the latter part of their range.

The recent discovery of heavy mesons T and K 4

poth charged ond neutral, makes the simple picture cutlined

above mush more complicated ang hes led seus authors to attempt

to formulate a unified theery in whish mesons can have different

allowed values of mess and spin, as yet without marked suscess,

Tt appears thet the general picture of meson and naclecn fields

in intersection is substantially correct tut shat a detailed

theory is ispessible until wayg are found of handling the

complicated calculations,
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1. 2 heInteractions

o¢Mesons

The experiments on the stopping of slow TT ~nesongfn

photographic cmalsions show them to have a strong intersetica

with nucleona, The relative yielda from the Berkeley oyolotron

of positive and negative TT -mesons shows symmetry between

them, and the existence of a neutral WV «meson, 71Ms

(Bjorkland et. al, 1950) indicates that a theory on the lines

of Kemmer's (1938) symmetrical theory may have some success.

fhe! ~ decay and the - W decay show that we have a very

complicated soheme of several kinds of meson field, nucleons,

electrons and neutrinos, all in mutual interaction. the forces

between low energy nucleons should, however, only depend on

the 7f -mesons , sinoe the4 -mesons only interact woakly

with nucleons, The greater mass ofthe 17 and K mesons should

reduce their efficagy as agents of nuclear forces.

Tt is consistent to assume that the 7/ -mesons have

integral spin and that the ~nesons have spin 3. The

capture of a # by a micleus must thus be accompanied by

the emission of a neutrino in order to conserve angular .

momentum. This explains why the timefor interaction is so

long and why the nuclear particles receive so little of the

meson'srest energy. For the 1-meson interaction we

consider the simplest capture processes, as follows:
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P+m —> WN (2)

P+ w— NtTT® (2)

Pin >, N+ ¥ (3)

where P, N 5 Y mean proton , neutron and photon

respectively. Conservation of momentum requires that (1) can

only take place in a complex nucleus , but (2) and (3) can

eceur when P is a free proton, We can see immediately that

process (1) , if it ean occur , will be mich more probable

than (2) or (3).

ecording to the best values of the masses of [Tana

WT mesons , 275 and 265 times the electron mass respectively,

the Qvalue of reaction (2) ag'about 4lleV;this is only just

sufficient to overcome the binding energy of the deuteron ,

and therefore (2) can effectively only occur with free protons.

The probability ef (3) will be amall because it depends on the

weak coupling between charged particles and Maxwekl field ,

due to the smallness of the fine-structure constant.

The capture of 1] mesons by free protons has been

studied by Aamodt et, al. (1950) , who found that the

spectrum of the emitted Y~rays consisted of two parts :

‘a sharp line at 130 MeV which could only be due to reaction

(3) and a square pulse centred at 70 MeV. This latter is

interpreted
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interpreted as being due to reaction (2) , the 7] meson

decaying into two Y rays. Because of the small kinetic

energy of the 7 , the two J~rays hawe nearly the came

energy. Measurement of the width of the pujse , interpreted

as Doppler broadening , enabled the mass of the 71 to be

ealeulated with high accuracy. The fact that it is go close

to the mass of the 7 meson justifies us in calling these

gesons by the same name , the small mass difference perhaps

being accountable as an electromagnetic effect, The

selection rules governing the decay of a neutral meson into

two ¥ -rays were investigated by Yang (1950) , who found

that this mode of decay is forbidden to mesons of spin 1.

We further showed that the planes of polarization of the

«rays are parallel or perpendicular according as the

meson is scalar or pseudoscalar , but no experimental check

on this point seems to have been made.

Rather surprisingly , the capture of 7 mesons by

deuterons depends more on the character of the meson than in

tha case of capture by protons, This is because selection

gules of angular momentum and parity are very importantant,

due to the presence in the final state of two neutrons ,

which must obey the Pauli exclusion principle. The Y -rays

from this reaction were examined by Aamodt et, al., who

found a line at 130 MeY but no continuous spectrum. This

meons that reactions (1) and (3) are competing and (2) is
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absent. Process (1) was found to be about twice as probabie

as process (3). The fact that rection (1) can occur allows

us to geduce that the Jf cannot be scalar, According to a

caloulation by Tamor (1951) the vector [I meson would give a

very small probability for reaction (3) ; thus this case can

probably be exeluded also. The weight of evidence from these

experiments seems to indieate that both charged and neutral

Jf mesons are pseudoscalar , although the possibility

mast be retained that the 7fis scalar or the 7+ is

pseudovector.

1. 3 Nuclear Disintegrations Produced by (7 -mesons

The experiments of the Bristol group showed that

stars produced by n mesons fall into two groups , aceording

bo the number of prongs , i.e, tracks left by charged particles

emitted in the disintegration, The stars with one or two prongs

were mostly assigned to silver and bromine nuclei. It was shown

that meson capture by carbon , nitrogen and oxygen nuclei often

gave stare with three or four prongs , some of which were

nearly always made by -/ -particles, The disintegrations of

light nuclei , with particular reference to of -particle

omission from 022 , ig the main subject of the present work ,

wat it is useful to consider the disintegration of a heavy

nucleus in order to bring out the points of difference.
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The ideas required for an understanding of

renstions in heavy muclei ue due to Bohr (1936) , who

pointed out that if o nucleus composed of strongly

interacting particles is excited by an external stimlus

such as a bombarding particle , the onkey of excitation

will rapidly be dispersed throughout the nucleus. Only

after a comparatively long time will enough energy be

concentrated in one particle to enable it to escape.

Thus it is possible to define a temparature and to treat

the excited nucleus by the methods of statistical thermo~

dynemios, This was done by Weisskopf (1937) , who showed

that the emission of particles from an excited aucleus

was analogous to the evaporation of mojecules ffom a

liguid drop, The method of Weisskopf was improved by Le

Cowteur (1950) , who took account of the competition between

various emission processes which obtain at high excitation

energies. Le Couteur'’s predictions for th stars from

silver and bromine produced by fast neutrons and slow

qTmesons agree very well with the experimental results.

The successful application of evaporation theofy

requires that the excitation energy be less than the

binding energy. In the case of 7f meson capture by C

the excitation is about 140 MeV and the binding energy

about 90 MeV. The situation is even worse in the case of

12
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ol -particle emission ; the binding energy against

disintegration into two ol -particles and four nucleons

being about 36 MeV. In addition one requires the number

of particles in the nucleus to be large enough for

approximate thermodynamic equilibrium to be attained

before emission of the first particle. It is clear

that these conditions are not satisfied for nuclei

lighter than say olé « Nevertheless it is possible

that evaporation theory may have some application

even in this case , for example if one of the protons

in the originalnucleus is converted into a fast

neutron which is quickly emitted , leaving a residual

neucleus without much excitation energy which subse-

quently evaporates one or two particles.

If the capturing nucleus.is verylight , say

He’, one cannot imagine a compound nucleus , and the

disintegration must be pictured as a single event.

In this case all the rest energy of the meson will

be shared between the four nucleons in a roughly

symmetrical way , the only other limitation on the

behaviour of the nucleons being conservation of momentum.

Since the disintegration is a direct process , the

meson interaction may have an effect on such observable

quantities as (a) relative probabilities of different
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reactions and (b) energy spectra of emitted particles.

We have already seen that this is true of meson reactions

in H? ana H® and that sipisatanssseakiy requirements
A

very severely restrict the number of permitted final

states. In the case of meson captuee by ue", the number

of final states with proton emission is very large ,

but even so the energy spectrum of the emitted protons

may depend enough on the meson interaction for some

conclusions about the latter to be drawn.

He’ is the lightest nucleus , after at and H-,

on which meson-capture experiments may reasonably be

expected » Since H? and He? are very rare , and also

the disintegration of He* leads to a singly-charged

particle and neutrons. The theory of slow meson reactions

in He’ is discussed in §§ 2 and 3 , where the relative

probabilities of the different processes , energy

spectra and angular correlation functions of the

emitted particles are calculated. The great stability of He* has led many authors

to consider a model of a heavy nucleus , which is

regarded as built up of {-particles. This theory

veached its highest point in the hands of Wheeler (1937) ,

who pictured the .-particles , deuterons and possibly

other sub-units as constantly dissolving end reforming. 
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In the region of low atomic weight ,the",/-particle

nuclei” cl? ana 6 are known to be more stable than

the adjacent species. After meson capture , these nuclei

should emit ol -particles relatively often , as found

experimentally by M.M.R. This in itself is not evidence

in favour of the < -particle model , since the high

binding energy of the <- particlé gives mu_ch bigger

Q values for o/=-particle emission. However,the<-particle

model of light nuclei has the advantage of simplicity ,

and in $5 the capture of slow mesons by 2 with

emission of two o<-pefticles is considered and the

energy spectra and angular correlation of the o/ -particles

are compared with experiment.

—

2. N -meson Capture by He’

2. 1. General Considerations

The theoretical work previously referred to

on the slowing down of negative 7[ ~mesons shows that

in all substances the meson comes to fest before decaying.

The slow meson will lose energy by electronic collisions

and Auger processes and beeome bound into a Bohr orbit ,

usually the lowest S state , about a nucleus. Thus

any discussion of the subsequent nuclear disintegration

can conveniently start from the ground state of the
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mesic nuclear atom.

The enormously complicated character of the field

equations makes exact calculation immpossible , and

so certain approximations are required. The oldest

and simplest device is perturbation theory based on

the weak coupling approximation. This method was used

by Yukewa in his original paper and only recently

have doubts been cast upon its use in calculations

of nuclear forces. Tthas been shown by Levy (1952) ,

using a non-adiabatic treatment , that the symmetrical

pseudoscalar meson theory gives a proton-neutron

force which is repulsive at short distances. This

startling result seems to be due to the fact that

relativistic effects an@ the recoil of the nucleons

are taken into account. However , it should be borne

in mind that the nuclear force is at least a second-

order effect involving the emission and absorption

of one or more virtual meSons , and is thus connected

with the self-energy divergences that beset all field

theories. The absorption of a meson by a nucleus is

much simpler in that there is a first-order contribution

which may in fact be the most important part. In what

follows we use the conventional first-order perturbation

theory as the simplest way of obtaining qualitative

results , even though the convergence of the theory
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is in no way assured.

According to first-order perturbation theory ,

the transition probability leading to a certain type

of disintegration is proportional to

Po W dpe

where dp. is the number of final states per unit

(1)

energy and the integration is over all final states

which satisfy the energy and momentum conservation

laws. We have put

2
We og le es

where the summation goes over all spin states , r-|

being the matrix element of the perturbing hamiltonian

with respect to initial anf final states :

* éHe La CG (3)
Here WL and -[, are the wave functions describing

the initial and final states of the nucleons and G’'

is an operator whose form depends on the kind of meson

theory assumed.

In order to calculate H from (3) , the meson

field should be quantized to represent charged mesons

in the coulomb field of the nucleus ; it vould then

be described by the occupation numbers of negative

mesons in the various discrete levels together with

the occupation densities of positive and negative
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mesons in the levels of the continuous spectrum. The

meson field was treated in this way by Snyder and

Weinberg (1940) , but in our case a simplifying

approximation is permissible. The operator a can

be written as
i

Ene wudide Sthily, “
where WV is the meson wave function , the summation

é

goes over all protons in the nucleus , and Fe is the

operator which destroys a meson and converts a proton

P into a neutron. In momentum space we have

‘i a

G, = riwel= Thiet cedat (5)

The matrix element of Gp corresponding to destruction

ef a meson is thus

oak |ax (8) pddd (6)

where \ is the inverse Compton wavelength of the meson

and the operator i; now only involves the nucleon

variables. Gince the wave function w represents the

meson in the lowest Bohr orbit , only wave numbers 4)

o< 4 < zee = aN contribute to the integral

in (6) , wherete is the nuclear charge. The last

factor in the integrand is nearly constant , S80 we can

replace (6) by
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G, = [. V («) (7)

For mesons of spin sero , either scalar (8)

or pseudoscalar (PS) theory is required. If the nucleons

are treated as non-relativistic particles , in the

former case only scalar coupling , and in the latter

case only pseudovector coupling , contribute to the

interaction , giving for G, the folloWing expressions :

G,= - oe)
Rai Vp Sp> V (PS)

ie

where ¥, is the operator that turns a proton p into

a neutron and o, is the Pauli spin operator of this

proton. The non-relativistic approximation should be

valid since the maximum energy of a mucleon after

the disintegration is about Jo MeV , although at

this energy non-static and relativistic effects will

presumably be starting to wake themselves felt.

Since the binding energy of the meson in the

lowest Bohr level is only 3keV , the non-relativistic

wave function can be used for V - We cannot ,;*However ,

set WeIwith at ules.
Zme*

has a discontinuity in Wh. at C—O » corresponding

» because this wave function

to a point nucleus. In fact , the spread of charse over

the nucleus modifies the wave function near ~=O so

that oW <C - In terus of a series expansion

OV 20
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we must have

yp wo hs tone + higher terme (9)

Only the region near Y=0 contributes to the matrix

element (3) , so the higher terms in (9) can be

neglected. It turns out that the permitted angular

momenta of the emitted particles is severely limited

by the neglect of these higher terms. In all cases

considered , th wave functions are such that tha

first term in (9) gives no contribution. These points

are discussed further in the next section on the

symmetry properties of the wave functuons.

2. 2. Wave Functions for Bound States

Since the exact form of the nuclear forces

is not known , the correct nuclear wave functions cannot

be used. Even if some plausible nuclear forces are

assumed the corresponding Schrédinger equation is tor

complicated to be solved. It is therefore necessary

to guess a simple form of the wave function which has

roughly the right physical characteristics. For heavy

nuclei the independent particle model is often used ,

but this must be rejected for He* where the mutual

correlations of the nucleons may be important.
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All other wave functions that have been suggested

involve the complete separation of space and spin

coordinates. This is a very natural assumption to

make and is almost certainly not true. It is retained

here since to do otherwise would make for great complexity

unwarranted by the few hard facts about nuclei that

are known. In addition the high degree of symmetry

of the He* nucleus gives an air of ehannsnaiaty to

this assumption. Let particles 1 and 2 be neutrons ,

% and 4 protons and let Vis 2 ti +95 + where ‘; is the
ve

position of the i'th nucleon. Then we put

VY, = 24: B.- fide)es Be — Pate) Y (10)
where <; and 8; are the Pauli spin functions of tle

i'th nucleon. Since the spin factor in (lo) is

antisymmetri¢ in neutrons and protons , the space

part y must be symmetric. It is convenient to make

Y, symmetric in all pairs of nucleons , a practice

that may perhaps be justified on th assumption of

charge~independent nuclear forces.

In a study of the binding energies of light ,

Frohlich et. al. (1947) used for vs the form of a

product of deuteron wave functions :
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a: (11)

the parameter of being determined by a variational

method. If the nuclear forces are mainly two-body

interactions , this may be quite a good wave function ,

but unfortunately there is no known case where the

matrix element (3) can be evaluated with this wave

function. Even in their relatively simple case ,

Frohlich et. al. had to resort to laborious numerical

integrations. It was felt that the great amount of

numerical integration required by the use of these

wave functions in the present context was not justified

by the qualitative nature of the results.

We are left with two possibilities. The first

of these is the ubiquitous Gaussian wave function :

sala 0 a vi;
VY = & i<) (12)

which has the great virtue that all matrix elements

are very easily evaluated. It has , however , the

drawback that the parameter < is not well-defined ,

and the results of calculation often depend critically

on & . The second possibility is connected with the
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asymptotic form of the "correct" wave function. This

must satisfy the free-particle Schrodinger equation :

¢ 2 2 -

2 wee te (23)
cz]

Putting & ;

M ean of 2 ls (14)t<y

we try for VY as a function only of X . It is easily
=r

seen that the solution which vanishes at infinity is
yr Ke(P x) : where Ky, is a ilankel function.

Taking the asymptotic form of this expression for

large x we get

“KS x
Ae 2 Me (15)

with n=4. This form of the wave function has been

used by Irving (1951) , who took B and ~ as variational

parameters. This seems to be the most satisfactory way

of using this function , since n=4 gives a pole at

X=o of such high order that the function cannot be

normalized. In practige we put n=l in order to make

the integral (3) manageable ; the results are close

to those obtained from Irving's best value of n=.

The parameter 6 is fixed by the binding energy B :

. 2MB
- re (16)
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where M is the nucleon mass.

At this stage we do not wish to commit ourselves

to the use of either (15) or (18) ag initial wave function

we merely assume that

WY, = p(X) L (17)

and leave the form of the function p open.

2. 3. Wave Functions for Final States

In this case also it is necessary to assume

a reasonable form for the wave functions. Since the

"correct" wave functions extend to infinity , the

asymptotic form may be taken as valid over the whole

renge. This is equivalent to neglecting the effect

of the nuclear forces , and so should lead to reasonable

results provided the emitted particles are energetic

enough. In all the cases considered here the average

energy per particle after the disintegration is about

30 MeV., which is hich enough to justify the approximation.

The only case of meson capture where the nuclear

forces need be taken into account is the reaction

ie se on (18)

where the ¥-ray spectrum depends critically on the

final-state wave function.
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fhe importance of angular momentum and parity

considerations in the case of meson capture by deuterium

suggests that it may be worth while to choose final-

state wave functions in which these properties are

exhibited directly. The commonly used wave functions

involving plane waves do not satisfy this requirement ,

although they explicitly account for conservation of

momentum , another necessary condition.

Since momentum and enguler momentum are non-

commuting observables , the construction of wave

functions which represent perticles having definite

values of both is in general not possible . In our

case , the total momentum is zero , and it is shown

in the next section how the required wave functions

may be obtained by using relative coordinates.

After meson capture , ue’ may disintegrate

in three ways , giving a proton , deuteron or triton

with three , two and one neutrons respectively. It

is convenient now to consider these processesin more

detail , starting with proton emission.
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3. Proton Bmission from He’

4- 1. Relative Coordinates and Yave Punctions

If the initial wave function is given by (lo),

then either particle 3 or 4 will be a proton in

the final state. Because of the symmetry of the

interaction we need allow for only one of these cases

Thus let the nucleons have positions JXé » Where 1 , 2

and 3 refer to neutrons and 4 is a proton . Weput

&

7 te = 0 (1)
1 ww

and define relative coordinates xX by

= An oe)

7. = 2( 1 (m+) = +)

The Schrodinger equation for the free particles is now

ie +y, +¥' + ay. =O (3)

where the differentiations refer to the x-coordinates

and
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£ 2: OME,

% (4)

Here E, is the total kinetic energy in the final state ,

about 112 Mev .

It is easily geen that the total orbital angular

momentum operator in ine new coordinates is

More mick Lv hin’ Vi (5)
im e=i

This is the same form that MM takes infthe r-Ccoordinates

and shows that if (3) is jen by separating the

variables , giving VV; as a product of spherical

harmonics ani radial factors , these can be interpreted

in the usual way as representing various angular

momenta.

Let

U1,(x:) : % @: %.) = Oi x< ) (6)

where ye is a normalized spherical harmonic ,

q; and @: the polar angles of x; and

te (A) = = Ke (hx ) 7)

is the usual radial wave function , normalized in a

large sphere of radius R « The Xr; are separation

parameters which determine the way in which the energy

is distributed beteeen the particles . They satisfy



 

oeOe ee (8)
The appropriate final state wave functions are then

constructed out of the U,"together with the spin

functions ¢; and 6; » in such a way that the total

angular momentum vanishes and the parity has the correct

Sign . It is also necessary to make the wave function

antisymmetrical in the coordinates of all three

neutrons . To this end we find a normalized wave

function(1234) which is antisymmetric in neutrons

1 and 2 only . Then the required wave function is

Vv (1254) = yf (1234) + (2514) + cia). (9)
The use of numerals as arguments of a function in

(9) means the space and spin coordinates of the

corresponding particles .

The number of final states that need be

considered is limited by the fact that only¢ = 0

and { = / give contributions ; this is a consequence

of the form

x
Ww 2s 4+ (lo)

(cf. equation (2. 9) et seq.) which is assumed for

the meson wave function.
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For brevity we define the following combinations

of spin functions which are of frequent occurence :

Ags = x (li Ps ~ Bis) (11)

2Sy = (ARS +B 2s) ose
Ss Bie Ay

‘
os AN eh (13)Kiitm =) Ve SD See

We also need

j
? “mw sm “oQeema)= BL OU") Ue) amuo mM 3
m2 4 y ;

We now require certain linear combinations of
™

these functions with the Ug » The coefficients may

be found by a simple application of group thegry, and

have been tabulated by Condon and Shortley (1951).

Assuming that the initial nucleus has even

parity , the final state wave function must have even

or odd parity according as the meson is scalar or

| pseudoscalar. The only wave functions v needed are

. listed below.
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Expressions for yy (1234) :

Scalar Meson —

fa).

coe

Arg -Asye Us (I). Me (2) Uy (2) “G5e)
(b) An Ba C. OG) Gii23) (150)

(c) geo U, (3) © (2) 2 (50)

(a) Co U, (2) © (13) (154)

Pseudoscalar Meson

@ FAadMMUOZDU"Seow
ms -/

(b) & Fy U, (2) UL, ay> caUu,(1) a (16d)
msi

Lies ee de

Gy) 2.27026) |S! s. so

i.

om; tz +2

{ +O ~ad

S34 S5y 7

The second and third terms in (9) are obtained

by permuting the space and spin coordinates. Let the

permutations

Cs asOS (tes) Se GYR)
BA : Wer we Ww w Awee we 
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induce the transformatoons

oe) Oe (17)
voe Ma eed

»Then the interaction operators , GG (scalar) and

G %-, (pseudoscalar) may be expressed in terms
we we

of f, given by

a x OS x
Ww w 3 wu

(18)i

-
- oon tey

3. 2. Matrix Blements

With Vv given by (2. lo) and (2. 17) the

matrix elements are readily evaluated. For example ,

(15a) gives a matrix element

He Pit)Ue) dx

-L{ Pix) wh (9)
= £ f d(x) % UL,49 (19)

where U(x) means E/, cy 4 ey) Ue)
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and dx means Ax, Ax, Ax; + and so on.
ie os wa

Expanding % and collecting terms gives , after

integrating over the angles ,

H= any*/({$(0Gr-22) £,(\~) £(ex)
X te (Aa x3) 2) ee Me Ax, dz, di,

(20)
Since

ye 2 u z
X 2 Pee ety (21)

we transform to oeler coordinates in the x, X%,% Space ,

and use two theorems on Bessel functions (Watson 1944 .

pp 373 , 376 ) , namely

COT] tin 0) sincos
— 2 lias)

: a Jeeves (2) (22)

. T..{é sn) JyeG) ne6 cos”*'f Ag

sreAtv (/Z +2 )

(2 eepeiet (23)

to get finally , putting :

2vtt
6 dé

 

a BySLae|
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Fie (oF AaOG Te= Dt cass
In the same way are found the remaining matrix elements

corresponding to (15) :

| os
HH, (2) - - fz Nid; X\3 (2) ®, (25>)

:
% |He(s)= =2 XA, (EPG oe)
3,Ne (ducalSoda ( Bod oD. (25a)

The matrix elements in the pseudoscalar case ,

S
z

corresponding to (16) are

dub ual. & por
4 j

He (PSor i Ar.(FE) Q, (26b)

ila (P 9) ar Rg fey: @,
where we have put

c eget(kt) e* (27)

(26c¢)
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2
From (25) and (26) , w= ]/H/ has

the following values for proton emission :

W, ($) = (EYie,i

(

. ~ 1 hy eA 2W,(Ps)= (E | HDwhich wok dels denle (29)

3- 3. Transition Probabilities and EnergySpectra

| .
ENik bore 2d + si ihe Ae tiBodSab ) (28)

of Protons

 

The transition probabilities can now be

obteined from W , according to (2. 1). From the

asymptotic form of the wave functions £,(x) we see

that there are a nunber

dy = may (30)

of wave functions corresponding to the small range

d\ + It follows that the transition probability 21 P
Kis given by

3pe xt (8) JW dhidhdi,
where the integration extends over an energy shell

(31)
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of thickness /\E . (31) is equivalent to

es (fy) 4 {fw ddydd. dd, (32)
the integration now extending over the whole of the

\ -space inside this shell. The equation of the shell
is given by the energy-conservation relation (8).

All the wave functions (15) and (16)

represent states in which the proton has a definite

energy € = 3h \3 /om ; thus the energy spectrun

of the proton may be found by omitting the integration

over As in (32). The integrations are elementary and

give the following expressions for the transition

probabilities :

Gtee)ID| (33)

io.)
The corresponding proton energy spectra are

v
(
=

(34)ieea.== (ee

 

4

dN, (Ss) = (€5 + £ \Go- €) é* de (35)



 

Fig. 1. Energy Spectra of  
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3

dN, (PS) = (€-€) ok de
(36)

where € is the proton energy and 6, the meximun

value of € , about 84 MeV. These expressions for

dN, show only the dependence on € , all constant

multiplying factors having been omitted.

rt vePutting \W/- Vis x, in (32) , one gets 2

spectrum

| oo 3. Z
dN, =. Ge.~€) € G (37)

| which is independent of the meson interaction. It is

convenient to take this as a stendard spectrum with

which to compare (35) and (36) in order to see the

extent to which the meson interaction affects the

proton spectrum. Figure 1. shows the proton spec

2

bra

in the scalar , pseudoscalar and "standard" cases
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3. 4 Energy Spectra of Neutrons

The energy spectrum of the neutrons emitted

by He* is an observable quantity that may depend more

on the meson interaction than the corresponding proton

spectrum. This is because the meson is supposed to

interact only with a single nucleon , which is emitted

as 2 neutron.

Phe calculation of the neutron energy spectra

is not so straightforward as the proton spectra

because the wave functions (15) and (16) do not

represent states in which the neutrons have definite

energy. We must thus first find expressions for the

neutron spectrum represented by each of these wave

functions . This can conveniently be done in momentum

space. It turns out that all the wave functions (15)

and (16) give the same result , so we consider only

(15a) , which may be written , disregarding a constant

factor , as 3

3 2 2 oh

_ eehs Bis Asy eo

x E(y3 &) at, dh, at; (38)

with



 

34
36

G38) = FT SOBd
w (39)

Regarding (38) as a superposition of plane waves ‘

we have

} -

re oe! 4s
aS the relative probability of a state with wave-

numbers z, ’ g2 and #; - The neutrom momentum

distribution is thus

Fb) ob = yee (16 Pad, add,Saad

(40)

where the prime on the integral Sign means that th

integration over the neutron momentun b is not
we

carried out. There are three expressions like (40)

corresponding to the three neutrons j emitted.

Since G@ is a product of § ~functions .,

F,(b) given by (40) is infinite. The reason for

this is that we have tacitly gone over to an infinite

region of normalization in coordinate space for the

wave function , instead of a large sphere R as

before. The wave function is now normalized to an

infinite quantity , in fact to §(0). The solution
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z

of this difficulty is to replace |G| in (40) vy
* 3{ ay ; £) Gi; ; %) - Then a factor rl S(Aj-d5)

may be extracted from the integrand. With Ay= dy :

this factor is just the infinite normalization constant.

We have finally

. / ‘
i, @) ‘f » aoye f (Ai; £: at, dhdear)

According to (38) , we must have
2 %
a X:° € 7 >) Te0 Pe tan)
¢ i ge —~—

 

where the b; are the wave numbers of the four nucleons.

Prom the definition of the relative coordinates (2)

and from (42) we find

7Lhd Ba eeea wi
le

(43)
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We now easily find that

\7 sari /O(d ss -[pr dd +441)

x UE Ae |- [4 +3 bl) £(8 d, -lhI) ads ah,
(44)

KW = why | YFA-[be fA)
¥ ae Ce dh, (45)

The functions F are here all normalized to the same

value which is independent of the A; >

The momentum distribution of the neutrons

emitted in the disintegration is now simply

din = 2 fw&(pS a, qh, dhs
(46)

with W given by (28) and (29). The simplest way to
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calculate (46) is to insert the integral representations

(44) and (45) for the Fy and change the order of

integration . After some tedious calculation we

find the distribution of the neutron energy € to be

dN, (s)= ( 57 = 22 a + 6! (2) )

1 4
K afGy sie) wer tude (47)

dN, (PS) =(5+3£)(@,-€) € *de (48)

Ta Figure 2. the neutron energy spectra in

the scalar and pseudoscalar cases are compared with

the standard spectrum , which of course is the same

standard spectrum as for the protons, and also with

the spectrum obtained in the scalar case when plane

waves are used to represent final states (Clark and

Ruddlesden 1951 ).
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3. 5 Angular Distribution of Neutrons

The formalism of the last section can be applied

without much change to calculate the angular distribution

of the emitted neutrons. A possible experiment night

measure the distribution in theangle between the

directions of emission of the proton and any neutron ,

and we restrict attention to this case.

Corresponding to (41) we have the angular

distribution of the j'th neutron as

i /

i CM; ) du; = Yee ( G at, de, dbs (49)

where M&Mj is the cosine of the angle between bs and

pe » and the prime on the integral sign aiane

that the integration does not extend overL44h . The

observed angular distribution H (+) dpa is then given

by (46) with r; replaced by F

Consider for simplicity the "standard" cage

with (y= Vit i » We easily find that

HH) daa = Z( mth, dp dk, (50)
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the region of integration being

z 3
Moe gle ts be) oe kyLat (51)

In (50) > m is the cosine of the angle betwween

P and Ky - Integration over ), gives

H.(4) = 2 pelabe he p4yn)*

x gh, dp dt, (52)

the substitution

pb = & x cer 8

‘ (53)
4, = £ x*

now gives

2 erie Yu 6 coo AdH, yA) = =

2/34 simntO)
A

fc i X(3tusin29) )* x dx
(54)

A factor containing E splits off and the second

integral can be evaluated , leaving , apart from a



 

-
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constant factor ,

EF SRO cob AB
Hew) = J CFany
 

 

(55)

Putting t= tan®@ gives
20 t* dt

ce 3H, (#) i (i + Fat +e?) (56)

ot A
(qt 2p*) coo” 3

g a?

ow GE An

6 we (57)
where WW = G-*

The calculations for the scalar and pseudoscalar

Cases are made in the same by using the expressions

(28) and (29) for W , to give

27 :. + “Howie = (1521 +

—

Sop") coo %
os :

— 413 ;i ( 11673 TB )

— (58)

and
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q . a ¥ ee
Hp, @) = api bell Se

—

by ) cos 3

eee ee 294° )
3a (59)

The angular correlation functions of the

neutrons in the scalar , pseudoscalar and "standard"

cases , normalized to the same value , are shown in
.

Figure 3.
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4. Other Reactions in He*

4. 1. Deuteron Emission

The next reaction to be considered is

Meet > Ht an eo)

in which we are interested in the transition.

probability and the energy spectrum of the enitted

deuteron. We expect this reaction to be much less

probable than proton emission because a smaller

number of momentum states is allowed in the integral

(2. 1). Accordingly the neutron spectrum need not be

considered.

We aSsume that the deuteron wave function can

be separated into space and spin parté ,

Py G4) = 35, © ss) ca
where the following relative coordinates are used :

i
., 3 V2 (4)

tn b 1%, —
xy = i(n + Als Hy %) (3)

. i
marl pei t+)



 

4. 1

which give again

2| * = a Th ee ae

z > "), 7% 78, ta, = «CK
le)

Defining ¢; and 3; a8 in. (3. 17) we nave
nw ~

/ f
ae eS + Fe

/
= s g, va Gy

/a rr RB
The expressions for dh (1234) are as follows :

Scalar Meson.

The only wave function is

WY, . Riise Q (12) H(33)

which gives the matrix element

His)= -MN AL = Q,
where erusen :

, . Ea f %es)a
oO

xf“dea) Telhe) eat

45

(4)

(5)

(6)

(2)

(8)
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Pseudoscalar Yeson.

There are two wave functions VY, ( 1234 )

aioble (xs) UastiS (9a)
ment

Ua O40) ue
Rewer Oy se lst

( ° or
Dup S3y S34

which give the matrix elements

Po) es 2 D, (108)

Py (PS )ee oom Np Ae i D, (10b)

where

2[oes dx[we+X;arte”at ea

For the transitionee we find

Pals)=2(AMD oe
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4(PS)= nae(2)161° (120)

The energy spectra of the deuterons are

3, as

dN4 shi (é, os 63 6 dé (13a)

t iZ Z
2 zudN, (PEYS es eke? de (13b)

where €, = £ is the maximum energy of the deuterons ,

about 57 MeV. Phe deuterons in the scalar cese have

the'standard'spectrum. These energy spectra are shown

in Figure 4.

4. 2. Triton Emission

The last reaction we consider is

y = 3

ee es

eo

eg (14)

of which only the transition probability is required

since the triton has a definite energy of about 30 MeV.

The triton wave function is supposed to be

separable in the form

ae) = Ant) z (x) (15)



 

where

r

3 2

3 27h (16)

Particle 3 is taken as the proton and the relative

coordinates are the same as for proton emission ( 3. 2 ).

Tt expressions for Wy (1234) are :

Scelar meson ,

% e. Ax, U,(3) 5 (x) (17a)

Pseudoscalsr meson ,

ie #RZ Ar $0)SC UY,"3) is. a
m=i

which give the matrix elements

({Hy (s) wh PD. | (18a)

wey = B®. "
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. om? of.

Oo, aes | $ (x) AX

ns ( z 4

oF Pll e+e) J, (he )(2e-2') ede

, (19)

and

OD, = e ve fix) x7 dx

ifBVEE)T, the)AL ea
The transition probabilities are

2

M | (21a)Fe (s) = i 5

i (es). -iO. (21b)

   



4. 3. Relative probabilities of Different Reactions

In order to calculate the relative probabilities ,

it is necessary to particularize the spatial parts

of the wave functions representing bound states ,

which up till now have only been restricted by a

functional relationship of the form (2. 17) . The

wave functions chosen fall into two classes :

(A) Gaussian wave functions.

d (x) a (He)

x ft) = be 2 (He) (22)

ae) = (2<) a es

~
<
6

{ \(
~ 2 &
~ !

|

a
Q
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and @ , +- end C are parameters with dimensions

length “2 | the integrals @ are now easily

found and give the following expressions for the |

transition probabilities :

     

 

 

an
3 — C21

re wi; Meet _
P iiss ine Bee. (23a)

ME” Fat — Me,
Pésy= ele. aa a! Sa: 7a |

ee aa kee) fant) a8, (230)

x 2

P (ope nnlbfEn\* et oe|tb “4 ota a+c ta

3 } _ Mé; ’

ac a (23¢)“as a ane
(are) a ‘t,

ME,

+ — Sing
fé WT ME, 2 ( Ka3 of ee |e

AE ) 105 ae) QE, (2h)
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‘ ‘i om 108,

4, /ME if. .t Fapips)= va wees et ot,
A ) 4h (att)? aE,

i (24>)
5

pi(rs)= $e 7/ \ (ac)
: 2hal (arc)

ME,
{ : +a

a E, & (24c)

ti choice of parameters Q and C¢ has been

discussed by Bruno (1548) , who put

—|3 :
= 2. 10 Cm (25)c= OD }

i
w

ai
o

os

We adopt these values and also put ¢7 =. a eet

the relative probabilities shown in Table 1.

 

 

Table l.

proton deuteron triton

Ss 71 7 i
 

     PS 225 22 1
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(B) Wave functions of “asymptotic” type :

a lL wieagover y's
% (bE) = LP a ~peoR (26)

Bee ye or
g(x) oe

where < 4, p and Y are parameters with the

dimensions of length “~,

The wave functions (26) give the following

expressions for the transition probabilities :

." 13

. 1S. Tr 2ME, \*
si; =pisy= Ei[ea

  

(1 4 HE— (278)

P.(S)= sun’ oF iS pany

gE, a.tae no

 

(270)

x(b3."+ 122 6 b+ 02 eg +42 Be,

ene’ )



 

3

P(s) = wae 2ME,\* A” a
LE; C3 (55 4Xe| a) 27¢)

where

A= getiene +2bo Vf, +42 ¥*)

i (asgo pew +2y)

 

Ae =2s. 4 itel ers : t (26a)

i a (| : 2a).

qd?

Py(ps) = aes eo
Es (3.48) (1at+ deib (28b)

 
 

£re|(ey + 5(2) y

=ee | (280)
eB (6, ey)(1+ An)’



In these expressions we have put

4 2 aMEeE;
6 z hawed of: + net

t +t z

Putting a3 eae where B, is the

binding energy of He* » and similarly defining p

and y in terms of the binding energies of deutrron

and triton respectively , we find the results shown

in Table 2.

Table 2.

Relative Probabilities from

*asyuptotic" wave functions

 

proton deuteron triton

 

8 50 4.5 ss

 

PS 73 18 L      
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4. 4 The Lifetime for Capture

In the previous sections we have shown how the

relative probabilities of different slow weson reactions

in He*may be estimated. Ye now briefly discuss the

order of magnitude of the absolute transition

probability , which determines the lifetime of the

mesic-nuclear aton .

Considering the hamittonian equations for the

nucleons , we take the following expressions for the

interaction energy with the meson field :

Hos £ meiaWy . - CC c, (scalar) (29)

* 54, (pseudoscalar) (30)H = gm(—) GV + Oc.
mc

where fy, is the meson mass , W is the meson wave

function ,

a At
Vv = f of

ir

where ¥ = Lme/ » and f and g are dimensionless

coupling constants. 
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According to 8 2. 1 , equation (9) et seq. , we retain

only the third term in the series expansion of the

exponential function , obtaining

5
1 gh

LY =

 

z
¢ mc (") a (scalar) (31)

(137)Sir oe.

i Ys, (pseudoscalar) (32)
4 = 2 me mc ge 2
oe 2 ee Oe
(131) *fir k

The transition probability is

5 ar z | HI" 4p.
2

Using the values of W = 2.|H | previously calculated

for proton emission , we find the following values

for fF 3

2 q -(
Pisgje Hh % 10 sec (sealer) (33)

St oeP(PS)= [2 q lO $ec (pseudoscalar) (34)

In order to estimate the magnitudes of f and ¢ ,

we have recourse to the usual perturbation theory of
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nuclear forces which gives , in the scalar case , the

potential \
2 2 —AT

Vey = # me”
28 AG

where = a - Putting f° “77, we have

- 2

_ © 70 MeV., which is of the right order

of magnitude. Similarly we have g° @ 77.

ca ture

Ye now find the lifetimes forA which are

 

equal to 1/P , to be about 3. yo720 secs.for both

ecalar and pseudoscalar mesons. This is a vsood ceal

less than the lifetime for decay of the meson ,and

shows that the meson will in fact be absorbed by the

He* nucleus » cCousing a disintezration.

53
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4. 5. Summary and Discussion on Meson Capture by Het

it has been shown thet by making certain

assumptions the theory of 7! -weson capture by we*

may be developed to yield expressions for such

_ebservable quantities as the energy spectra of the

emitted particles and the relative probabilities of

different reactions. The main assumptions made were that

(i) the meson is initially in a Bohr orbit

around the He* nucleus ; thus the capture in flight

of a fast meson is excluded ;

(ii) the nucleons are always so slow that the

non-relativistic expressions for the meson-nucleon

interaction may be used ;-

(441i) first order perturbation is valid.

Phe second of these assumptions is open to

question since the nucleons can have energies up to

90 MeV., but it is not unreasonable to make this

approximation in a simple theory of the kind here

attempted. The same may be said of the third

assumption , that it is the best we can do in the

present uncertain state of meson theories.



Other assumptions made concerned the formu of

the wave functions. The final-state wave functions

were free waves , Chosen so that the perity and

angular momentum properties were directly exhibited.

Wave functions for bound states were assumed to be
arbitrary functions p(x) » with XS Oo ae Tr; >

it is noteworthy that at this stage , without choosing

the functional form Dp » all energy spectra and angular

distributions of the emitted particles may be found.

Referring to Figure 1, it will be seen that

the proton spe,ctra in the scalar and pseudoscalar

cases are nearly the same , although they differ

somewhat from the “stenderd". Thies difference can be

explained as an effect of the exclusion principle ,

as follows. For the proton to have its maximum energy

of 84 MeV, the three neutrons must each have the same

momentum , which is forbidden by the Pauli principle.

Thus the scalar and pseudoscalar spectra vanish more

strongly at the high energy end.

As shown by Figure 2, the neutron spectra

in all three cases are nearly the same . The other
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case shown here was calculated with scalar interaction

and plane waves as final state wave functions . Since

it is so different from the other cases , we sec that

angular momentum and parity considerations can have

a marked effect even in such a complicated case as

this . In general , however , this effect is small ’

and the spectra obtained from plane wave functions

are always the same in the pseudoscalar case. ‘The

scalar proton spectrum is also the same.

fhe anguler distribution of the neutr@ns is

also insensitive to the interaction , as shown by

Figure 5. The deuteron energy spectra , however ,

( Figure 4 ) show a considerable dependence on the

meson interaction. This is no doubt a consequence

of the presence of just two neutrons inthe finel

state , as in the case of meson capture by deuteriun.

Since the final state only contains three particles ,

there is @ Considerable reduction in the number of

permitted final states over the case of proton emission.

The possibility of distinguishing between

Gifferert meson interactions by measurement of the

deuteron spectrum is not great because deuteron emission

is much rarer than proton emission. Tables 1 and 2
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show that the relative probabilities of different

reactions do not depend much on the choice of wave

functions for bound states , but the differences from

this cause are sufficient to mask the differences

due to the meson interaction. In all cases proton

emission is the most , and triton emission the least ,

probable. This seems to be due to the fact that the

number of permitted final states increases very rapidly

with the number of emitted particles , provided the

Kinetic energy available is high enough. If the

kinetic energy derived from the meson's rest energy

were very small , as would be the case if a photon

were emitted in the capture process , then presumably

triton emission would be the commonest reaction.
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> The capture of ll mesons by gi2

5. 1. General Considerations

The work of the previous sections shows that

very little would be gained by an experimental study

of meson capture by He « Also there is not much

hope of such difficult experiments being made . The

question now arises whether the calculations can be

made to apply to some other nucleus more amenable to

observation. We choose C1? gor two reasons. Firstly

it isparticularly simple , being an 4-particle

nucleus , and so should allow an & -particle model

to be used. In the second place some observations

have already been made on meson reactions in cl2 :

notably by Menon , Muirhead and Rochat (referred to

as M.M.R.). They showed that in a considerable
proportion of cases Th saptuce by cle leads to

emission of two w%-particles and one singly-charged

particle , together with neutrons. We see that we

can describe this case by an od -particle model of

ole provided we let only one of the od-particles

disintegrate. This means that the J -particles in

ole are considered to have a real existence and that

one of tham captures the meson. ‘his ..-particle
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then disintegrates in one of the ways previously

described. The remaining Q -particles will take

up the recoil and will be emitted either directly or

in the form of Be® . Study of the mutual angular

correlation of the two  -particles wi1ifarow light

on this last point , since the Be® , possibly in an
excited state , will generally have fairly high kinetic

energy , thus causing the disintegration o ~particles

to have nearly the same direction of motion.

Since proton emission is the most probable

event in the disintegration of He’, we expect the

same to be true for cl@ , Also the type of meson

theory assumed has only a slight effect on the proton

spectra from He’; its effect on the Jd ~particle

energy spectrum from C12 should be negligible.

Accordingly we consider only one reaction

ol@ _ nm sk we es HH + 3n (1)

and only one meson interaction , say pseudoscalar.

The calculations are quite similar to the preceding

ones and can be described more briefly.
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oe 2. Waves Functions and Matrix Elements

In the initial state particles 1 and 2 are

neutrons , 5 and 4 protons and 5 and 6 , -particles.

The interaction with the meson is taken as proportional

to 9, +3 and turns 3 into a neutron.
a wm

The relative coordinates are as follows :

mi(tiientaty) - Ys) :
Is 2(turns +) + Vs ae See)

we w w w sail

The spatial wave function of the a ~particle

which will disintegrate into separate nucleons 1,2,

3 and 4 is agaig taken as (x) » with

Yor
gg

© te

SG = St ty 2, 3)|
Py 4
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fhe wave function describing the initial C12 nucleus

is

AAa R00: FO) ve
where 4

+ ye v5 . z% %

y= + ee Ty = Xe t Xs
3 (5)

ic) 2$

putting

r - ie (6)

The forms of the functions ¢ » F are temporarily

left open. fhe internal wave functions of the ,-

particles 5 and 6 are not required and are omitted

from (4). |

The final state wave functions are again taken

as free waves and in this case are just the expressions

(3. 16) multiplied by U, (4) U,(5). The corresp-

onding matrix elements similarly can be derived from

(3. 26) by multiplying by

( FY) Use) UC) day das
(7)
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We easily find that

wes (pe
a ds MeAhet) (8)

(42a) ID Gl
where

Oi) = ‘e bu) Jy,Qulu® du (9)
Gane {FWT(WEX)

i ae
(10)

2

and Y aa + Ny +A; (11)

It will be seen that the situation is more

complicated than the previous case , for now the

integrals D and G depend not only on the constant

4 + but also on x - Roughly speaking , the value

of r determines the way in which the kinetic energy

is shared between the free nucleons on the one hand

and the two , -particles on the other. ‘Thus the enerzy

spectra of the emitted particles will now depend on the

form of the initial wave functions . However , the

energy spectrum of the of -particles has not been

meee
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measured very accurately by M. M. R., and the experi-

mental spectrum can be explained on the basis of either

Gaussian or “asymptotic" wave functions.

Choosing Gaussian wave functions , we put

ee se Ae)

 

oe 2 (Aa)
Fey= «% [eo|

and easily find

5 me . x

D = (2a) in (13)

a in £*yt oo frx) Sum ge

: &

en)"
bid ¥

tn 1s (15)me ©ec
retaining in the expression for W only those factors

which whll affect the energy spectra.
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5. 3. Energy Spectra of the Hmitted -~particles

The final stete wave functions have been chosen

to represent states in which particle 6 has a definite

energy ¢ = *: /3m where M is the nucleon mass.

From

(wdp, é ( why dh ads diy ads

we find the -particle energy spectrum :

dWaCo eh Gas.

¥\7gr
KR £ dh dh. dh, di.

(16)

the region of integration being

z zu :

Yo, = , < kooky ~\s (17)

In (16) we have put

“_y
{ oa

a. <* ) (18)—_+
,
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this definition of ¥ is the same as in Clark and

Ruddlesden (1951) . By taking polar coordinates in

the \,\2); space and integrating over h,, (16)

gives

L yM/ 22
dN. Sea te k (fgraea)*) on dh

de (19)

L ly
The substitution A= (é-\+) 7 now gives

aN -e) ce xtae= é)Bsc J2Sery (20)

where 6is the maximum value of € , about 70 MeV.

The integral in (20) is a hypergeometric

function of Kummer's type and cannot be expressed in

terms of elementary functions . It has been calculated

numerically for different values of x » the corres-

ponding values of dv. being shown in Figure 5 ,
3 dé

together with the experimental results of M. M. R.

It will be seen that Y= 12 gives reasonable agree-

ment with experiment. The case ¥ =O , which is in

effect just the statistical factor , is inadequate

to describe the experiments.
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5. 4, @he Nuclear Radius of c?

We have seen that the enevey Spectrum of the

emitted & -particles depends rather critically on

the value assigned to the parameter Y , which fact
mekes it desirable to have an independent method of

calculating ¥ + This can be done very simply since

the radius of the nucleus represented by the wave

functions (12) depends on yf °

Using (3) , the relative density of nucleons

at distance fT from the centre of an o -particle

is e. (t) where

ped = J (PQ)! an dy,

oc “i (21)

Similarly the relative density of J ~particles in the

gte nucleus is

p(t= f [Folds
cc

. a (22)
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The relative density of nucleons at distance £ from

the centre of gle is now

ped = Jace) ace xi) op’

we £
where Q@a ae Dy ap

Fr + 2a

From this distribution we find the mean value of ~~ :

oe os (24)
Lo

Consider now a simplified model of the c14

nucleus with density distribution given by

Lowe

Bory = e* 2 oe (25)
»

This distribution gives

<qmmnsese z

ee tee 3 Re (26)
6 |

Comparing (24) and (26) we get

z .C= a (27)
+
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Giving R. the value obtained from Gamow's formula

for the radius of ¢C** , 2.99 ~107)) om , and teking

, -13 ¢Ez »* 2X ie cm as before , with 3 10.3

we find 7 = 40. However , cle being an exept-

ionally stable nucleus , we might expect its radius

to be less than the value given by Jamow's formula.

-1Taking c. 2 a3 K 10 > om we find 7 « a.

Although an improvement , this value of ¥ is still

unacceptable. If ‘Ja is increased to 2.15 xX 190723 itt,

© #2510cm gives Ys 12. te Ry,
the radius of Het

way to Ri , this value of Q gives R, = 2.08x 107)
cm

,

Compared with Gamow's value -19: 144% x lo” Om.
Thus agreement with experiment can only be achieved by

» is Gefined in the corresponding

reducing the radius of ot2 and increasing that of

He* from their best theoretical values. The differences

are rather small , and the theory may be considered

satisfaSherr Since Gaussian wave functions cannot

be expected to represent the nuclear radius very

exactly.
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ae d+ Indirect Disintegration of gi

OQvservations on nuclear explosions in light

nuclei have shown that quite often two of -particles

are emitted with nearly the same energies and directions

of motion. It was conjectured that they were enitted

as a Be& nucleus with a very short lifetime. In the

case of 1k. copra by ci2 this could well be the

most probable reaction , since Be” is the residual

nucleus after a single of -particle has been removed.

We consider the reaction

os i
Soe SBP 4 bh

hy a Het a)

in which the Be® nucleus may be in an excited state.

Indeed , Telegdi and Zunti (1950) found that they

could explain the energy spectrum of the od -particles

oi2 by assumingemitted in the photo-disintegration of

that the only state of Be® involved was the excited

State at 3 HeV.
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thebppropriete relative coordinates are

xX, » X, and X, given by 2) 4 together with
w wn te

$5 aCtlnenttrt tt nests

“~= * = ae (29)o

§s= 6 vs - te)
~ w

The final state wave functions are again derived from

(3. 16) , this time being multiplied by U.($,) “lt. }

where *,|$.) is the internal wave function of the

Be® aucleus.

With the Gaussian wave functions (12) we

easily find

We BMY Ad) N
%

ye aM (30)

b os ba

where

J jer
a

NM = ee X(T) ar (31)



It is obvious that the probability of this

process is zero unless the spin of Be°* is ©. This

is a consequence of our assumption of (4) as a suitable

wave function for ci@ » Since this represents a state

in which all the three ,f-particles are in S states.

In fact , the spin of the first excited state of Be®

is not known , although scattering experiments (reviewed

by Hornyak et. al. 1950 ) seem to indicate that it

is 1. However , this value seems very implausible ,

since the state in question is known to be very broad ,

indicating a very short lifetime against al ~decay .

ol -decay , of course , is forbidden by the parity

selection rule to a state with spin 1.

If the spin of this state is different from

zero , we can only obtain a large probability for

reaction (28) by assuming that the initiel gl

wave function has a large admixture of states with

higher angular momentum. However , assuuing the spin

of Be?”

state by taking %(3) = eee with P “~ : » we

find that reaction (238) has about 20% probability

to be zere , and representing it as a closed

compared with (1). We tentatively suppose that the
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emission probability of Be?” with non-zero spin will

be of the same order of magnitude as this. It is of

course impossible to represent a state of Be® with

odd angular momentum by means of an  ( ~particle

model.

The energy distribution of the emitted Be?"

does not depend on the wave function x and is found

to be

€

dN L a -v =
— = ie Ee 6) xz €,. (e. 62

with

2 eo See ee

 

amo
The maximum ehergy of the Be>™ is €, y 35 Mev.

*

In the centre of mass system of the “

each of the ,f-particles arising from its decay has

energy U/2 , where U is the excitation energy of

Be> » here assumed to be 5 MeV. The observed

velocity of the A-particles is the resultant of

the velocity of the Be® and the velocity of the



155 Mev 20
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a -particle in the centre of mass system of the Be”.

It is a simple matter to combine these to obtain the

energy spectrua of the -particles in the laboratory

system as

Ple, ) dé, - dé, ( 9 (v) ay (34)
ar

where the limits of integration are

wee ae | [Lola | (35)

and g(v) dv is the velocity distribution of the Be°’,

obtained from (32) by a change of variable.

Curves Pp (€2) for different values of y ‘

obtained by numerical integration , are shown in

Figure 5.
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5. G Anguler Correlation of of -particles from gi

When two or more charged particles are emitted

in a nuclear disintegration , it frequently happens

that their mutual angular correlation yields inform-

ation about the state of the parent nucleus. The usual

case is when the particles are emitted successively,

for instance in an evaporation process , and then the

observed angular distributions depend on the angular

mouénta of tha successive states. “hen the particles

ave emitted simultaneously from a light nucleus , the

most important factor governing the angular correlation

is the necessity tc conserve momentum. This forces

the particles to have a certain characteristic angular

correlation even when they are emitted in S&S states.

( In the evaporation case , of course , particles in

S states have isotropic angular distributions. )

This point is illustrated by the angular distributions

of the neutrons from He’ , which sre almost independent

of the angular momenta involved.

In the case of the o =particles emitted

fron oie » whose mutual sngular correlation wili now
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be considered . the most importantvse of the measured

angular correlation is to distinguish between the cases

in which the of -particies are emitted in the form

of Be? and those in which they are not. I% is possible ,

however , that the angular correlation may denend on

the angular momenta of the o -particles. According

to the theory as developed in 5 5S. 2, tee of -

particles are restricted to S states. This is purely

a consequence of the initial weve function assumed ,

which we have seen is inadequate to explain the emission

of Be®" with non<zero spin. It turns out that the

angular correlations of the ol -perticles in higher

angular momentum states can be calculated without

reference to the initial wave function.

Phe angular correlation of the . -particles

. is easily found since it only depends onfrom Be

a(v) , the velocity distribution of the Beo” » and

U , its excitation energy. Simple geometrical consid-

erations give

Ve
Niu) = 3) (uy -v*) | a(v)dv

aan

yc& (eviv'-Gi-v')ter @ ae
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r

for the case z ze 4 TT , where Vv, = U/4M

and fh? @oé - There is an analogous expression for

the case 9 < B.<4 £ - the curves shown in

Pigure 7 neve,calculated nugerically from this expression

for different valuegof y - Ghe experimental

*
results of @. M. RB. are algo shown in Figure 7.

Next consider the case which is pernitted

by the wave function (4) . Exactly as in § 3. 4

we write the final state wave functions in momentum

space :

 

s

| 2 x; 4, (36)

Ye . hileon io Gla: 4) ak

where 6n.: 4.) ri (4; 1) and dk =

Gk dk dk dk dk . The infinite normalization constant
ms &®2 w3 ~& “5

can be resoved to give the angular correlation function

 

{ !

“private communication.
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where G is the angle between the directions of

emission of the 2 -particles , = cos 6 and the

prime on the integrsl sign means that the integration

over re is not to be carried out. Fe put
6s

ox es aPie
t i ag -

where the Kp; are the sctual momenta of the particles.

Solving for P; we obtain tne particular cases
é

(38)

Now in (37) take kK
Be

independent variables. Tne integrals over KY » k ‘
ne we

‘ee ees|ewe

and k 3 can be performed , giving constant multiplying
Afar

factors which can be dropped , leaving

Hy) = Aa {8(@ > | bs rt bl)

x §(2fF As - [bel bs be dbs Abs (39)
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This expression isa the angular correlation of the

o -particles corresponding to a single wave function.

fo obtain the observed angular corvelafion P we

must integrate over the final etates :

= (40)
Pw) = 2 Jw ; H 3) di; 4d, 413 A\, dd»

In the pseudoscalar case , W is given by (15).

Inserting (39) in (40) the integrations over Ay

and Xs can be perforned to give

. 3 ¥N/4* 1 Tata. Wh

x bs by dd, ddidd; ap, Ab

the region of integration being

2 : a
Ye tCbrth +Pspum) +2 b, <4 (42)

where as before

ae i+ + y
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In (41) , taking polar coordinates in the A, 1a;

space , the angular integrations give a constant

factor. The substitution

bs

by = x ct; 6

x cwut

now leeds to

ost. : ;Pur) 2 f ei’ A fase Ae fx fe
5 r z

ei i dd

the upper limit for being given by

s 2d . geet +t 1 eth) of

The further substitusion

x : os
x*(ittp omn2e) = gy

now allows us to separate off the integrals over 4

and. Y as constant factors indeyendent oF :

leaving simply

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)
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e
s

on.6 coo8 Ag

: (V+ t msinzey’ (47)

Py) = 8

4lthough calculated with the pseudoscalar interaction ’

this expreesicn is independent of the meson coupling

and is characteristic of the fact thet beth >» ~particles
are in & states , or more precisely that the relative

coordinates x and xs are described by S wave

functions.

fhe integral (47) can easily be evaluated

to give

aak
(im YY” ,

~~

a
This curve , aultiplied by sin® , is labelled A

 

(48)

in Figure 8.
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Finally we consider the angular correlations

arising from states in which the o -particles have

higher angular momenta. Let £, and t, be the

orbital quentum numbers associated with the coordinates

Xy and Xs respectively , and let all other orbital

on Spin angular momenta be combined and described

oy Che quantum number t, - Tadle 3 shows the

particular cases considered.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3

4a eb te
A S 0 G

B I 1 0 |

C 1 Q 1 |

Dp 0 1 1

E 1 1 1

F 2 1 1      



These are the only cases with both d, auad t, less

than 2. Case A has already been discussed.

These three angular romenta must be combined

in such a way that the total angular momentum is zero.

In each cage there is only one way of doing this.

The final state wave function (46) will new contain

an additional angular factor i under the integral

Sign , and similarly (37) must: be altered by

replacing G@ oy |T°|*s °

By way of example , consider case Db. Here

Te oerYe
wer!

> oY (49)

where 4 is the angle between x ‘ and ok Ce

We mow essume that the matrix eiements leading

to this state are such that

at, +2 2,+2 z z

Pd, diye hy te Tet) cn
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This is true incase A described above and may be

regerded as a simple ceneralisation of that case.

fhe dependence on &, and e will come froa the

radial wave functions associated with coordinated

and - In stead of (41) we now havexy Soe ™

Pw et 2 | HM 4 ti
(51)

ofReeth dhe Ab,

the region of integration being

2

1 + \s = f )

where

z ’ t ,
he = £ (Ps t = Pe)

o- ) be

ot ei
ani

2 (52)

mt (be t eps»)
 

Bh eps te Pepe m
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Taking polar coordinates according to (43) , we find

from (51) that

Bw) = 4 [orbs suunthecs sur 6 Ab

: (53)
x cr oT. 4

Usd A: (x +S pen 6) x Ax

4 | x : "
where ad = Xe ( bee é fe dim 26 )

Just as before , the substitution (46) allows the

integral containing CH to be discarded az a constant

factor , leaving

 

z * ~ - &_ (t(wnb 4 eed) add 6 dO
Pyu)= | ( i (54)

co (t+ i mM sm26 \

Putting cot & = t 4 we obtain

P . (i+ aet) bY dt

3) = 1, (" + wt + “” (55)
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Tre remaining cases are treated in exactly

tig Same way. The values of [ry veguired are as

follows :

 

res |2 |

Tr. : a oe ¥ (56)

a. [+ 3 cory

It will be noticed that even anes 1s. = me .

these Cases will still give different angular

correlations because of essumption (50).

The angular correlation functions Pep)

obteined are as follows :

¢ z ’ t

Fm Sa’
| (57)

-2. (22- Bp")
Sw

P. (wu) = BO,MeoLk =ee (26 +1) (57¢)
ow
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S - G
y

z + =enaee tee

(574)

Bw) = =; (a)(6 trp tpt) ws

—SAD (poml(20 + 5p")
6 aw

(57e)

Rm eR) + £ Rw)

(- me

(57f)

Te alt eases w=

The functions Fi, ‘ Pa, and are shown

in Pigure & , ie . Fe and Pe in Figure 9,

all multiplied by sin @ and normalized to the same

value.
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o+ 7. Summary end Discussion on Meson Capture by gi@

The capture of nr mesons by the CO" nucleus

has been considered , making the same assumptions as

in the case of capture by He® « Since of -particle

emission fron ole has been observed , a simple

gt2 nucleus.o -particle model was used tis describe the

It was found that the calculated energy spectrum of

the emitted of -particles depended on a single

parameter Y , defined by (18) as a function of

the parameters Q and i appearing in the fie’ and

ot? wave functions respectively. Two cases were

Considered : (a) the < ~particles are emitted

directly , (b) a Se° nucleus in an excited state

is emitted , which quickly decays into two of -particles.

in the first case the energy spectrum of the ,f -

particles agrees with experiment if we take Yoi2.

The second case requires Y = 0. Since the

experimental spectrum , shown in Figure 5 , is not

very accurate , it can be reproduced theoretically

by a mixture of cases (a) and (b) in arbitrary

proportions provided is given a suitable value

(ee Yom 12).
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The nuclear radii calculated with these

values of the pareneters ¢o not agree very well with

the known experiuental radii , which latter are

suamarized by Gamow's formula R = 1.22 atx 10723 om.

It was found that the radius of He had to be increased ,

or the radius of ote decreased , from CGemow's values.

One expects , of course , that Ganow's formula will

overestiaate somewhat the radii of these nuclei since

they are more stable than neighbouring species. The
Tequired

value‘for the gie2 radius , ~ 2.4107)" en » however ,

seems too big a deviation to he explained in this way.

It may be thought that this defect is a consequence

of the Gaussian wave functions employed , but

calculations , net described here , have also been

made with wave functions of the "“sasyuptotic" type

C ef, § He 5, equation 26 ) ; these lead to radii

which are in no better agreement with the experimental

Values than those ¢erivedc from the Gaussian wave

functions.

The explanation of this discrepancy is

probably to be found in the fact thet the energy spectrum

of the emitted J -particles depends mostly on the

energy distribution of the of-particles inside the
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cote nucleus before the disintegration. This can be

seen from the matrix elements , which are in the form

of expansion coefficients in the expansion of the

initial wave function as a series of free waves.

The physical meaning of all this is thet the meson

is captured by one of the of-particles which

immediately blows up , Leaving the remaining two

oi -particles in the state they were in before the

explosion. hus the importent thing about the ci2

wave function is that it should describe a state with

& certain enerzy distribution rather than with a

certain radius.

The influence of the meson interaction on

the svectrum of the emitted of -particles is negligible ,

but it can be shown that the energy spectrum of the

emitted proton , measured in the frame moving with

the centre of gravity of the exploded od -particile ,

is nearly the same as the spectrum of the protons

enitted from free He* : We have seen that this is

rather insensitive to the meson interaction , and very

accurate experiments would be needed to decide in favour
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of one or other of the meson theories.

Another observable feature of the gi2

disintegration is the mutual angular correlation of

the ol-particles , and a wide diversity of these

functions bas been calculated. As expected , the

presence er absence of an intermediate state

3 has most effect on the calculatedinvolving Be

angular correlation. The experimental results of

i, &. R. ,shown in Figure 7? , indicate that perhaps

half the disintegrations involve the emission of

Be® - The angular correlation functions shown in

Figures 8 and 9 show some dependence on the angular

momenta of the of -particles , but they #11 have the

same broad characteristics , depending mostly on

momentum conservation end on the distribution of mass

between the particles. All angular correlations

Calculated for the caste without intermediate state

are independent of the bound-state wave functions.

The theory of hich energy nuclear events

due to Yermi (1950) may be applied to the problems

under discussion. This theéry is more akin to the
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evaporation theorg than to the perturbation method

here employed , since it supposes that energy , here

equal to the mass of the 1 meson , is suddenly

Liberated in the nuclear volune B, and that

stetistical equilibrium is reached before any particles

are emitted. The emitted particles wiil then have :

energies determine’ by this statistical equilibrium .

and wiven sinnly »y the momentum - space factor

J dp. . this leads to the “standard” energy spectrum

4 , in Close agreement with thein the case of Je

osrturbation result , which 4iffers from the *standard&"

mainly by effects attridbuted to tne exclusion principle.

In the case of ote » however , the Permi theory

would give vl -particle spectra similar to the case

¥ =0 of Figure 5 , in disagreement... experiment.
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